
OPPORTUNITIES WOMEN MOVE FORWARD 

YOUR OPPORTUNTIES DOOR OPENER: DISCIPLINE  

 

This is your time to prepare and pursue the opportunities that await you, do not miss it! 

Today we will look at a must-have trait that will open doors to all of your opportunities.  

We all have dreams. But in order to make dreams come into reality, it takes an awful lot 

of determination, dedication, self-discipline, and effort.          | Jesse Owens 

 
D: Be Diligent 

 

Be constant and consistent in your effort to accomplish something. 

 

I: Inspect your attitude and actions 

Be an individual who carefully examines her life.  

 

S: Be willing to make Sacrifices 

To surrender something prized (my time, my treasure, my talent, my tv shows, my sleep 

time, etc.) or desirable for the sake of my dream(s), aspirations and goals. 

 

C: Control your thoughts 

 

You either control your thoughts or your thoughts will control you. 

 

You have 100 billion brain cells, each connected by ganglia and neurons to as many as 

twenty thousand other cells. The total number of thoughts that you can think is therefore 

equal to one hundred billion to the twenty thousandth power.  

The number of ideas you can generate is equal to the number one followed by eight 

pages of zeroes, more potential ideas than the number of all the molecules in the known 

universe.        | Tony Buzan, Brain Expert  

 

I: Invest in yourself 

 

Your opportunities need you to be healthy.  

 

  
P: Do not let your passion decrease your patience.  

 

Patience is a component to all of the opportunities that you have accomplished.  



L: Do not stop learning about yourself! 

 

The more you know about yourself the better you become at being the real you.  

 

I: Invite a trusted friend on your journey of opportunities.  

You can do well by yourself, but in order to achieve greatness you need others. 

 

N: Create some non-negotiables in your life. 

 

Something you just will not be caught doing! 

 
E: Enjoy your journey of opportunities and the discipline needed to achieve it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


